Milestone: Release-1.1(.0)

Available at https://github.com/clarin-eric/VirtualCollectionRegistry/releases.

For this milestone we have focused on three goals. Goal (1): getting the code base up-to-date with the latest release of wicket (v7.0). This required migrations from v1.4 to v1.5, v1.5 to v6 and v6 to v7. In this process some dependencies also became incompatible and have been removed. Goal (2): improving the usability by setting default values during virtual collection creation, adding a cite button for public collections and improving the UI. The last goal (3) focused on improving the admin functions and error handling while minting PIDs. Below a list of all tickets included in this release are shown.

Tickets

Upgraded to wicket 7.0:

#623 Upgrade Wicket

Usability improvements:

#838 Default settings in UI
#677 Add an eye-catching Cite this button
#602 Layout tweaking
#766 Add canonical link to base page

Extended collection states:

#654 Improve dealing with failed PID minting
#615 Add a 'frozen' state for public collections

Other tickets

#653 Admins should be able to delete published collections
#609 check validity reference links
#948 Cite button and actions (gear) icon visible for deleted collections
#747  Include xml.xsd schema in source tree
#839  Administration UI
#910  Update filter form for multivalued state
#944  Transaction already active exception when deleting two collections in a row
#942  Prevent addition of same author twice
#685  Make display of 'beta' badge in UI configurable through context parameter

Pushed to next release: release-1.1.1

We have planned another release between the two milestone to implement the outstanding tickets that didn’t make it for this release. The main focus will be the conversion to bootstrap and the application of the new CLARIN branding.

Tickets

Styling and Branding:

#840  CLARIN branding
#626  Bootstrap styled pagination controls
#627  Help tooltips on activation of text input
#943  No tooltips available in wizard popups

Deployment:

#841  vcr.clarin.eu subdomain

Additions:

#603  Auto-recognize links in description field
#605  Make it possible to re-use authors that have been entered before

Unable to reproduce / will be closed as "wontfix" / require more testing:

#748  Inject OAIProvider instance
#856  Investigate and fix HTTP 500 error
#733  details does not work in Firefox 35